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supremacy and to have grovelled at his feet in that hope;
the truth was that there was no longer a single country in the
world in which the Church could count on the exclusive pro-
tection of authority; in fact, the mere appearance of too close
an alliance with the Throne was enough to weaken her and
compromise general freedom for all; every extension of political
and civil liberty would be to the interests of the Church,
whereas all limitations thereof turn to her disadvantage. It
was freedom of the Press that gave Catholics the opportunity of
acquiring political rights in England and educational freedom
in France, while American bishops could refer to liberty only
in order to praise God for the good it enabled them to do.
Freedom of conscience (although it should not be extended
to those who deny the existence of a personal God or would
seek to destroy society) was born into the world when Saint
Peter declared he and the Apostles could not obey men rather
than God. " You cannot claim liberty for yourself and deny it
to others ; the Inquisition was every bit as odious as the Terror,
and common law is the one refuge of religious freedom/7
The fury of the Ultramontanes can easily be imagined: it
was unthinkable that the Pope should let such a declaration go
by uncorrected ; Montalembert's great services to the Catholic
cause in times past could be no excuse for such a flagrant
denial of what the Church had for years been standing for.
As a matter of fact, Pius IX. hesitated. He went no further at
first than a private letter to Montalembert1 in which he blamed
him for his erroneous theories, reminding him that Pope
Gregory XVI. had condemned the Edict of Nantes as odious
and pestilential. A few months later he sent his congratulations
and approval to the Comte de Beaulieu, who had endeavoured
to reply to Montalembert in a pamphlet entitled, De PErreur
fibre dans fJLtat libre. " The Church,71 said Beaulicu, u can only
be free in a Catholic state—i.e. a State in which free Catholic
citizens decide freely that the State shall be Catholic. The
1 5th March 1864, printed in Lecanuet, op. <•//., iii,, p. 374, This blame
surprised and pained Montalembert; but the coldness of the Pupal Nuncio
at Brussels, and of other Conservative Catholics who were present at the
meeting, should have prepared him for the coming storm
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